Presentation Requirements

I. An interesting beginning slide for audiences to look at when they arrive
II. Your Team Name and Logo
III. Your Team Mission—what are you setting out to do? (This is the same as telling viewers what they will learn.)
IV. Tell why your work is important
V. The steps in the process of how you came to your decisions:
   a. Agreed on team norms
   b. Share the norms
   c. Setting criteria for who to loan to
   d. Share criteria
   e. A challenge you ran into or some great idea that you pursued (optional)
VI. Tell a story about who you chose
   a. Map of World—with EP labeled
   b. Map of World with the selected country labeled
   c. Pictures within the map that shows images of the country and the people
   d. Picture of the individual/group who you are lending to
   e. Story of that individual/group (why the $ is needed)
VII. Ask the question—something about if they will help you make a difference in this person’s life?
VIII. Thank the audience
Technology Requirements

- The presentation will be in Prezi
- A video/song should be used within presentation
- iMovie or Animoto
- Voicethread
- Explain Everything (collage, map, slideshow of images)
- Garage Band (podcast-- this could work well with a mock interview or a short audio telling story)

Things to Consider

- Your presentation should be about 20 minutes in length (including all that you are saying with each slide)
- Practice talking to the audience-do not read your slides!
- Posture
- Smile
- Equal Presentation Time (Everyone has equal number of slides to speak to)
- Remember the power of images.